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REGISTRATION, SUBSCRIPTION AND STATISTICAL SERVICE

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

APPENDIX A

DATE 12/7/82

FULL NAME CARROLL MASSEY (No initials if you can possibly get full name)

ADDRESS 127 SUMMER ST

CITY STOUGHTON STATE MASS ZIP CODE 02072

DATE OF BIRTH 2-7-30 (This is important and should be exact)

APPROXIMATE AGE (To be used ONLY when date of birth is not known)

RELIGION NATIONALITY

OCCUPATION

EDUCATION

WEIGHT MEDIUM HEIGHT MEDIUM RACE CACAUSSIAN

COLOR OF HAIR GRAYING COLOR OF EYES

OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS OR INTERESTS

MARRIED OR SINGLE CHILDREN

NAME OF SPOUSE

(Number, ages, and names, if possible)

SCOUTING CONNECTIONS:

UNIT # CITY STATE POSITION DATE REGISTERED DATE RESIGNED

? None

SPECIAL RECOGNITION

SUSPENDED OR DENIED REGISTRATION FOR FOLLOWING REASONS:

7 exp convict - having served a two year sentence
in Norfolk County House of "Child Molestation" see
letter

SPECIFY THE FACTS WHICH LEAD YOU TO RECOMMEND DENIAL OF REGISTRATION AND LIST ATTACHED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (STATE ONLY KNOWN FACTS, NOT RUMOR, CONJECTURE OR SPECULATION):

NOTED

JAN 31 '34

JOSEPH L. ALLEN

RS-509 4/14/83-nah

Signed MICHEL KESSEL

SCOUT EXECUTIVE

COUNCIL OLD COLONY
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February 6, 1984

Mr. Michael Kielman
Scout Executive
Old Colony Council, No. 249

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Carroll Massey

Dear Mike:

Thank you for the detailed information concerning the above Scouter. We have reviewed this case with our Attorney and have now placed this man on the Confidential File.

Sincerely,

Paul I. Ernst, Director
Registration Subscription & Statistical Service

tkf

cc: Northeast Region
December 13, 1983

Mr. Paul L. Ernst
Registration, Subscription &
Statistical Service
Boy Scouts of America
1325 Walnut Hill Lane
Irving, TX 75062-1296

SUBJECT: Carroll Massey

Dear Paul:

The only information that I am able to add to my original report
sent to you on August 10, 1983, is that Carroll Massey is a
caucasian, with graying hair.

I know nothing else about him.

Sincerely,

Michael Kiernan
Scout Executive

cc: Mr. Robert L. Rose, Area Director, Northeast Region

cc: Copy letter dated Aug 10, 1983
August 10, 1983

Paul Ernst
Registration Service
Boy Scouts of America
1325 Wainut Hill Lane
Irving, TX 75062-1296

Gentlemen:

Re: Carroll Hassey

We have stopped the registration of Carroll Hassey, a convicted felon and suggest that you place him on the confidential file.

He is known to police in the Town of Stoughton, Mass, and he has the reputation of being a child molester. He was convicted of Indecent Assault and Battery and Unnatural Act. He was sentenced out of the Stoughton District Court and served a two year sentence in Norfolk County prison from 10/7/74 to 10/6/76.

He came to our summer camp as an Assistant Scoutmaster with a troop. When we became aware of his background, we asked him to leave camp. He left immediately and we do not expect that he will attempt to register in Scouting locally.

His registration application provided the following information:

Carroll Hassey
122 Summer Street, Stoughton, MA
Male
DOB 2/2/33 New Leader

We have informed the Scout troop of our information and our refusal to register him.

Sincerely,

Michael Kiernan
Scout Executive
November 22, 1981

Mr. Michael Kiernan  
Scout Executive  
Old Colony Council, No. 249

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Carroll Massey

Dear Mike:

In early October we wrote to you concerning the above named individual. We have also sent you a confidential record sheet on a couple of dates. This information is most vital to us if we are to identify Mr. Massey and try to refuse registration at a later date. We are enclosing another form which we would like to have completed. Please return this as soon as you can.

Sincerely,

\[Signature\]

Paul I. Ernst, Director  
Registration, Subscription &  
Statistical Service

\[Attachment\]

cc: Northeast Region  
Mr. Robert L. Rose, Area Director, Northeast Region
October 3, 1983

Mr. Michael Kiernan  
Scout Executive  
Old Colony Council, No. 249  

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL  

SUBJECT: Carroll Massey  

Dear Mike:  

Thank you for sending us the information concerning the above named individual back in early August. Late in August, we sent you a confidential record sheet which we asked to have completed so that we could identify Mr. Massey should he try to register somewhere else in Scouting.  

Please send us this form as soon as possible so that we may complete our file and set up a case on this individual. We have enclosed another form should it be needed.  

If you have any other information which you feel would help us and strengthen our file, please also include it. This will certainly make it much easier to refuse registration when neither of us may be in our present positions.  

Sincerely,  

Paul L. Ernst, Director  
Registration, Subscription &  
Statistical Service  

eko  

Attachment  

cc: Northeast Region
August 23, 1983

Mr. Michael Kiernan  
Scout Executive  
Old Colony Council, No. 249  

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL  

SUBJECT: CARROLL MASSEY  

Dear Mike:  

Thank you for your letter of August 10 concerning the placement of the above named individual on our Confidential File. I agree that he should not be registered with the Boy Scouts of America, related to what you have indicated in your letter.  

I am enclosing a Confidential Record Sheet which I would like to have prepared. Please complete this as well as you can so that we will be able to identify Mr. Massey should he try to register someplace else in the country. The more information we have the better able we are to identify him as the same individual.  

If there is any other information which you are able to secure please send it to us to strengthen our file also.  

Sincerely,  

Paul L. Ernst, Director  
Registration, Subscription &  
Statistical Service  

sah  

Enclosure  

cc: Northeast Region  

8-25-83  
Ready to file  

249
August 13, 1983

Paul Ernst
Registration Service
Boy Scouts of America
1325 Walnut Hill Lane
Irving, TX 75062-1296

Gentlemen:

Re: Carroll Massey

We have stopped the registration of Carroll Massey, a convicted felon and suggest that you place him on the confidential file.

He is known to police in the Town of Stoughton, Mass, and he has the reputation of being a child molester. He was convicted of Indecent Assault and Battery and Unnatural Act. He was sentenced out of the Stoughton District Court and served a two year sentence in Norfolk County prison from 10/7/74 to 10/6/76.

He came to our summer camp as an Assistant Scoutmaster with a troop. When we became aware of his background, we asked him to leave camp. He left immediately and we do not expect that he will attempt to register in Scouting locally.

His registration application provided the following information:

Carroll Massey
122 Summer Street, Stoughton, MA
Male
DOB 2/2/30 New Leader

We have informed the Scout troop of our information and our refusal to register him.

Sincerely,

Michael Kiernan
Scout Executive

F. Staron
AUG 18 1983
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